CIA orders Silvia Duran Arrested

CIA knows LHD not a Mexico City Embassy, not LHD photo @ Embassy.
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1. Saw photos of Lee Oswald on television night of 22 Nov and it obvious photos sent to Dallas were not iden with Lee Oswald held Dallas. Dates are as given on photos.

2. MEXI station reviewing all available photos persons entering Soviet and Cuban Embassies.

3. MEXI suggesting to LITEMPO 2 that Silvia Duran who Mexican employee at Cuban Embassy and who put Lee Oswald on telephone from Cuban Embassy to talk to Soviet Embassy on 28 Sept be arrested immediately and held incommunicado until she gives all details of Oswald known to her. (see Ref F)

4. LITEMPO 2 can say D.F.S. coverage revealed call to him if he needs to explain.
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